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Boffins grow viable nanotubes  

 

Internet to be a series of tubes 

By Nick Farrell: Thursday 10 August 2006, 14:29 

BOFFINS AT the University of Cambridge have managed to grow carbon nanotubes which can be made integrated into 
computer chips. 

Although nanotechnology has is the "next best thing" in the electronics biz there has been problems getting the nanotubes to 
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grow at a temperature which works with metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology.  

Nanotubes need to be baked at a high temperature of 500 Celcius while the highest CMOS Fabs can do is 350 on a fairly hot 
day.  

The scientists had scratched their heads and stroked their beards before declaring growth lower than 500 degrees was 
impossible. This made sticking them in electronics as likely as a packet of peanuts independently working out Quantum 
theory. 

Then a group of engineers at the University of Cambridge, led by Mirco Cantoro, Stephan Hofmann, Andrea Ferrari and 
John Robertson had a go at a technique using thermal Chemical Vapour Deposition. This is a chemical process often used in 
the semiconductor industry. Much to the naysayers surprised they managed to grow nanotubes at even lower temperatures 
than are needed at CMOs fabs.  

It also shed new light how carbon nanotube grow. Scientists and assumed that the catalyst has to be liquid. But the 
Cambridge lot thought they would try solid catalyst.  

The idea has been published in the popular tabloid Nano Letters under the punchy headline, "Catalytic chemical vapor 
deposition of single-wall carbon nanotubes at low temperatures". µ  
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